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This paper reports a design study for a space-based decametric wavelength telescope. While not
a new concept, this design study focused on many of the operational aspects that would be required
for an actual mission. This design optimized the number of spacecraft to insure good visibility
of approx. 80% of the radio galaxies– the primary science target for the mission. A 5,000 km
lunar orbit was selected to guarantee minimal gravitational perturbations from Earth and lower
radio interference. Optimal schemes for data downlink, spacecraft ranging, and power consumption
were identified. An optimal mission duration of 1 year was chosen based on science goals, payload
complexity, and other factors. Finally, preliminary simulations showing image reconstruction were
conducted to confirm viability of the mission. This work is intended to show the viability and science
benefits of conducting multi-spacecraft networked radio astronomy missions in the next few years.
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery by K. Jansky of celestial radio emission occurred at a radio frequency of 20.5 MHz [1], and discoveries
at low radio frequencies (ν . 100 MHz) have helped form much of the basis for modern astronomy. Low radio
frequency observations have also pioneered key technical improvements, most notably the development of aperture
synthesis interferometry [2–7]. Subsequent to these early discoveries, a number of large, low radio frequency telescopes
were constructed, and the field has undergone something of a recent renaissance with several telescopes being either
constructed or upgraded.
A fundamental limitation to ground-based radio astronomy is the Earth’s ionosphere. Radio waves propagating
through the ionosphere exhibit measurable phase changes at frequencies even well above 1 GHz, and, at frequencies
below about 100 MHz, there is increasing absorption. The frequency at which the ionosphere becomes opaque varies
both with location (due to the structure of the Earth’s magnetic field) and time (e.g., diurnal effects, solar cycle), but
the cutoff frequency is generally taken to be about 10 MHz. While there have been impressive efforts to make ground-
based measurements at lower frequencies [e.g., 8–11], the detrimental effects of the ionosphere also are reflected
in the fact that the International Telecommunications Union provides no recommendations for radio astronomical
observations below 13.6 MHz [12].
At lower frequencies, space-based observations are required, and radio receivers are a common instrument on both
planetary and heliospheric spacecraft [e.g., 13–16]. There have also been two missions dedicated to radio astronomical
observations of objects beyond the solar system. The first Radio Astronomy Explorer (RAE-1) was in an Earth orbit
and made the first measurements of the Galaxy’s spectrum between 0.4 and 6.5 MHz [17] while the second Radio
Astronomy Explorer (RAE-2) was in a lunar orbit and observed between 25 kHz and 13 MHz [18].
On the ground, there have been numerous large interferometric arrays, designed to provide higher sensitivity
and imaging performance than can be realized with a single antenna, including the Giant Metrewave Radio Tele-
scope [19, 20], the 74 MHz Very Large Array [21], the Ukranian T-shaped Radio Telescope [UTR-2, 22], Low Frequency
Array [23], the Long Wavelength Array [24, 25], and the Murchison Widefield Array [26]. There have been initial
descriptions and proposals of concepts for space-based radio astronomical arrays [e.g., 27–31], notably including the
Astronomical Low Frequency Array (ALFA) mission concept [32], “cubesat”-based arrays [33], OLFAR [34], DSL [35]
and NOIRE [36]. Proofs of concept of a space-based radio interferometric array have been conducted by observing
the Earth’s auroral kilometric radiation with a single-element interferometer consisting of the ISEE-1 and ISEE-2
spacecraft [37] and a time-difference-of-arrival (TDOA) analysis with the Cluster spacecraft [38].
Recent standardization of small (“cubesat”) spacecraft components may now make a space-based radio interfero-
metric array feasible. Further, the instrumentation required for detecting radio frequencies below 15 MHz is relatively
simple and amenable to a small spacecraft. However, a recognized challenge for implementing a “constellation” of small
spacecraft, such as would be required for a space-based array, is the telecommunications either between spacecraft or
from the spacecraft to the Earth. This paper reports on a concept study designed to explore and develop solutions for
implementing a space-based array (Figure 1), with a primary focus is on the telecommunications (“telecomm”) and
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2operations. In §II, we summarize a motivating science case for a space-based array and the resulting requirements; in
§IV, we summarize strawman spacecraft designs; in §III, we present the mission design; in §V, we comment briefly on
aspects related to using the transmitted data to form the desired radio astronomical images; and, in §VI, we present
our conclusions. Appendix A presents a more detailed description of the radio receiving system for the science data
collection. For consistency with the concept described in [39], we retain its name of RELIC.
FIG. 1: Artist’s impression of the RELIC constellation. For clarity, the mothership is not pictured.
II. SCIENCE DEFINITION AND MISSION DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The potential science cases for a space-based array have been well described in previous discussions of such a concept
[e.g., 27, 28, 31–35, 40, 41].
The science cases cover a large range of topics including radio emission from energetic particles in the inner he-
liosphere, magnetospheric emissions from solar system planets with planetary-scale magnetic fields, and, potentially
in the future, studying magnetospheric emissions from extrasolar planets. While we considered the above mentioned
cases, we choose to focus on a specific science case, namely the imaging of radio galaxies. This choice is motivated
in part by the identification of this science case as one that forms a key part of a multi-wavelength study of physical
processes in active galaxies [39] and in part because this science case produces requirements that are more broadly
applicable to a number of other science cases.
In brief, the combination of synchrotron and inverse Compton emission, the former measured at radio wavelengths
and the latter measured at X-ray wavelengths, provide information on the plasma and magnetic field properties in
regions where particles are being accelerated or as they stream away from those regions. Ground-based measurements
can be used to measure a portion of the synchrotron spectrum [e.g., 42, 43], but access to the radio spectrum at 10 MHz
or lower would reduce uncertainties substantially by limiting the extent to which the electron energy distribution has
to be extrapolated in energy. In order to have some overlap with ground-based observations, we specify a frequency
range below 30 MHz.
In order to set high-level science requirements for the RELIC concept, we selected the nearest 85 double radio
sources associated with a galactic nuclei (DRAGNs) from the 3CR sample [44]. Figures 2 and 3 summarize the range
of angular scales observed in DRAGNs, with the mean size being approximately 100′′ and 80% of the sources being
in the range 10′′ to 500′′. In addition to the intrinsic sizes of DRAGNs, at the frequencies of interest, significant
angular broadening due to density fluctuations in the interstellar medium occurs [48]. This propagation effect limits
to approximately 10′′ the finest angular resolution that is required.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of flux densities at 10 MHz for our sample. In order to estimate these flux densities,
we scaled the measured flux densities from their measured values at 178 MHz assuming a spectrum of S ∝ να, with
α = −0.7. This scaling assumes that there is no free-free absorption due to a foreground thermal population of
electrons. Some surveys show significant variations of the scaling for different sources [49]. There is some evidence of
3FIG. 2: DRAGN size distribution from the 3CR [44]. FIG. 3: Cumulative distribution of DRAGN angular sizes.
The red lines demarcate the range encompassing approx-
imately 80% of the sources.
FIG. 4: Flux densities of our double radio sources associ-
ated with a galactic nuclei (DRAGNs) sample, as selected
from the 3CR survey and scaled to 10 MHz. The trunca-
tion at low flux densities represents the completeness limit
of the parent catalog from which our sample is drawn.
FIG. 5: DRAGN integration time at 10 MHz. The calcu-
lation is based on the flux densities shown in Figure 4
the Cygnus A hotspot spectrum turn over at lower frequencies [45], but generally, the radio emission of interest from
these DRAGNs is from well outside the main stellar disk of the host galaxy and they are at high Galactic latitudes,
meaning that this assumption should be valid for the vast majority, if not all, of our sample.
Table I summarizes these science requirements for the RELIC mission concept.
Table II summarizes the high-level mission requirements that are derived from the science requirements (Table I).
A fundamental telescope architecture question is whether it should be monolithic (i.e., completely filled aperture)
or segmented; we consider an interferometer to be an extreme example of a segmented telescope. Simple optics
considerations show that, in order to obtain the required angular resolution at the relevant frequencies, an effective
aperture exceeding 100 km in diameter is required. Consequently, we henceforth adopt an interferometric design for
the telescope.
The maximum angular resolution of the array is limited to ∼10′′ by the interstellar broadening [48]. At 10 MHz
this corresponds to 620 km longest projected baseline, which is already presents significant communication challenges,
limiting the available data bandwidth. The dilution of the angular resolution can also be due to uncertainty in the
asset location positing and due to the clock drift, which imposes corresponding hardware requirements. In order
to provide the best source visibility, the minimum spacecraft (S/C) separation should be less than 12 km, as the
largest radio galaxies are about 30′ in size. The baseline mission architecture is one mothership with 32 daughterships
4TABLE I: Science Driven Requirements
Requirement Science Implied Mission Requirements
Angular resolution 10′′a 620 km max S/C separation
Largest angular scale 30′b
12 km min S/C separation
Non-repeating baselines
32 S/C minimum
Frequency bandwidth
0.1-10 MHz + 30 MHz
Best science < 10 MHz
Overlap with ground: 30 MHz
Data rate
Image S/N ratio 10 Min source obs. time 3 hours
aLimited by interstellar broadening
bAngular size of a large radio galaxy
TABLE II: Requirements driven by mission design considerations.
Parameter Value Rationale
Frequency resolution 16 kHz See sec. III E 2
Spectral windows > 64 See sec. III E 3
Dynamic range 103–104 S/N ratio, see table I and sec. III E 1
Polarizations 2 See below in this section
Sessions per source 1–3 hour a Can be split into mult. sessions
aOr multiple sessions totaling ∼3 hours
delivered to the initial orbits by a single launch vehicle. Given a target flux density, a target S/N ratio, and a notional
integration time, see Figures 4 and 5, an array composed of 32 dual-polarization antennas is sufficient to detect a
typical source.
Each S/C should carry a dual-polarization dipole, i.e., be capable of receiving both polarization, in order to
provide an additional
√
2 improvement in signal-to-noise ratio and to provide redundancy for each S/C. In addition,
signal polarization is a powerful means of rejecting terrestrial interference. Not considered in this trade study was
a cost-benefit analysis of each S/C carrying a so-called tripole system in order to capture the full three-dimensional
information about the electric field [e.g., 46], but one immediately obvious cost of carrying a tripole antenna system
on each S/C would be an increased data rate requirement. One design solution for a tripole antenna is described in
details in [47]
Finally, the mission should allow for the S/C pointing to keep the sources in the FOV during a session long enough
to establish an interferometric image. The orbits are discussed in details in the section III B below. The ability
to sample signal up to 30 MHz is desirable to overlap with the ground observations. This requirement dictates the
sampling rate of 60 MHz and a broadband antenna, the exact design of which will be chosen later. Anticipating future
results as discussed below, we consider the observation bandwidth to be 16 kHz. Each daughtership performs very
limited data processing, downlinking the data to the mothership for further processing and further downlinking to the
ground. This architecture is a compromise between the limited bandwidth for the data transfer to the mothership,
limited power available to the daughtership and limited or non-existent daughtership to daughtership intercom.
III. MISSION ARCHITECTURE
A. Design Optimization Using Operations Analysis
One of the challenges in space mission design is correctly accounting for a large number of design dimensions that
may interact in subtle and hard to predict ways. We address this difficulty by adopting an operations-based approach
to evaluating mission designs. We in effect partially simulate the missions, applying any and all operations constraints
we can to derive results as realistic as possible. We characterize the science measurements possible and use these as
a proxy for mission return. By performing these simulations and calculations, we aim to estimate mission return and
therefore enable devoting resources to the most promising early mission designs.
In this section we discuss our implementation and results, focusing on a data throughput analysis to estimate
mission lifetime to fulfill its main scientific goals.
51. Data Throughput Analysis Using Operations Planning
The data throughput analysis is performed using the ASPEN/CASPER planning system [50, 51]. ASPEN is a
timeline-based scheduling framework that allows for operations, S/C, science, and other constraints to be incorporated
in an automated scheduling environment. The automatic scheduling algorithms generate a proposed mission operations
schedule following a set of constraints. The generated mission plans may then be evaluated for various metrics such
as science data utility and remaining resource margins.
The planner leverages a common core of action/state models. The actions available in the common model span the
entire constellation: some are executed only on individual daughterships, some only on the mothership, and others
require joint simultaneous action by multiple spacecraft. The modeled actions include repointing the daughterships,
science data acquistion, crosslinking data from a daughtership to the mothership, downlinking data from the mother-
ship to Earth, downlinking data directly from a daughtership to Earth, and placeholders for intermittently required
engineering activities. These actions make use of various modeled states and resources including the visibility of
each science target, the interferometric baseline utility of each observation window, the number of receivers on the
mothership, the visibility of Deep Space Network ground stations, the bandwidth of each communication link, power
generation rate, and remaining battery reserves.
The CASPER automated operations planning system then uses the combined core model and design constraints
to generate a proposed operations plan. CASPER starts from an empty mission plan and iteratively optimizes it
by adding or removing actions to improve a declared utility function. The utility function is directly related to
the calculated science utility of the data received at Earth, and strongly inversely related to any mission constraint
violations. This approach guides the planner to add observation, crosslink, and downlink activities while respecting
the design limits on view periods, storage space, bandwidth, power, and other similar constraints. The calculated
utility of the science data is related to the total observation integration time and how well the selected interferometry
baselines cover the space of distances and angles needed to characterize the structure of each radio astronomy target.
The final output operations schedule from the planner includes concrete timed actions for each of the constellation
craft to execute.
Critical to all of this operations planning is the geometric aspect of the problem. For all of these geometric analyses,
we use the SPICE package [52]. These analyses include daughtership position and science target position for array
analysis, daughtership and mothership position for crosslink calculations, and mothership and ground station position
and downlink calculation.
The operations schedule can then be evaluated versus specified metrics. Primary metrics are the uv-plane coverage,
integration time, and target coverage. Additional metrics such as excess unused capacity on some resources (e.g.,
unused power or bandwidth) are also reported to help inform which parts of a design may be over-engineered and
which are the bottlenecks during actual operations. For the data throughput analysis, the duration of crosslink,
downlink, and observation activities are of interest.
Figure 6 shows the amount of time that would be required for science data acquisition, crosslink from daughtership
to mothership, and downlink from mothership to Earth, all determined using the approach described above. It is clear
that crosslinking would be the most costly action in terms of mission duration, requiring roughly 10 mission days per
observation day. The crosslink time also would increase significantly with the separation of the daughterships, while
the observation time and the downlink time would remain constant. As the daughterships move further away from
the mothership, assumed to be at the center of the array, the available bandwidth for crosslinking decreases. One
technique to offset the decrease is mentioned below.
B. Orbit Selection and Modeling
The baseline orbit design is a mothership orbiting in a circular orbit with an altitude of 5000 km above the Moon
and 32 daughterships orbiting around the mothership in a cluster. The number of dautherships was chosen to serve
as a “baseline” to obtain an adequate uv-plane coverage from a preliminary analysis with several major assumptions
made about the hardware. Once the hardware design is finalized during the mission proposal study, a more accurate
modeling will be possible. The mothership orbit was chosen for science purposes to be far enough from the Earth to
avoid interference, as well as minimize gravitational perturbations from Earth. Figure 7 shows a dynamic spectrum
from the Wind/WAVES instrument, when the Wind spacecraft was approximately at one lunar distance on April 2,
1999. While there is some ionospheric breakout, below 5 MHz, there is essentially no terrestrial RFI. Even above 5
MHz, there are still relatively clean bands at least up to 10 MHz.
Due to perturbations from Earth and Sun, the chosen orbits vary in inclination over the course of time, from -30
deg. To +30 approximately. Although not required by the mission, the brief periods of RFI shielding from Earth
are an added benefit. The maximum allowed baseline between any two daughterships for science is approximately
6FIG. 6: Intervals for relevant activities per day of observation as a function of crosslink data rate and maximum separation
between daughterships, with the different color bars indicating the different activities—crosslink (blue), downlink (green), and
observation (red).
600 km; therefore, the entire cluster needs to remain relatively close (Figure 8a). For this reason, the orbits of all the
daughterships are designed to have the same period (≈ 8.8 hr), with slightly varying eccentricity and inclination. In
a relative, rotating frame fixed at the mothership, the equal period orbits are accomplished by 2×1 ellipses of varying
sizes and centers, mimicking a “gear-like” movement, which allows for optimum uv-plane coverage (Figure 8b). We
henceforth term these ellipses on which the daughterships would be orbiting as “rings.”
As the orbital period is constant, after one full revolution around the Moon, the daughterships all would return to
the initial relative configuration, i.e., same location in Figure 8b. Most of the science and data downlink could be
accomplished within a few orbits around the Moon for a specific configuration. Because the structure of the target
radio galaxies is not expected to change significantly on the time scale for this mission, it is possible to improve the
aperture plane coverage by reconfiguring each ring to change its size. This technique is conceptually similar to the
practice used in early efforts to reconstruct the brightness distribution of radio galaxies [53–55] and continues to be
used to date, e.g., combining data from multiple configurations of the Very Large Array. The main constraint is to
maintain the same orbit period for all daughterships, which can be accomplished only via a maneuver perpendicular
to the velocity direction. For each ring, the maneuver for reconfiguration would happen at the same location in the
relative orbit, ensuring that all daughterships reconfigure to the same ring. It takes about one orbit revolution to
reconfigure all daughterships on one ring. Reconfiguration should happen sequentially from largest to smallest ring in
order to minimize the risk of collisions. The daughterships could reconfigure as many times as needed, within a given
∆V budget.
The final design chosen is four rings, with 8 daughterships in each ring. Each daughtership would deploy from the
7FIG. 7: Dynamic spectrum from the Wind/WAVES instrument, when the Wind spacecraft was approximately at one lunar
distance on April 2, 1999. NASA/GSFC, R. MacDowall..
mothership sequentially to its initial configuration (Figure 9[a]; Table III). The mothership is at the center of the
formation. The initial configuration of the rings has been designed to cost 20 m s−1 for each daughtership. After all
the science data has been gathered and downlinked to Earth within a specific configuration, the daughterships would
reconfigure, applying 1 m s−1 perpendicular to their velocity, which allows for 5 km increase in ring size.
Such a ring reconfiguration could be obtained if each daughtership carries a 1 N thruster capable of generating a
specific impulse of at least Is = 200 s (§IV). A total of 20 reconfigurations (equivalent to 20 m s−1 of propellant) could
applied, ending in the final configuration shown in Figure 9(b) with parameters in Table III.
TABLE III: Initial and Final Orbit Sizes with Respect to the Mothership of Each Ring
Initial Configuration Final Configuration
Ring Color Semi-Major Axis Inclination Semi-Major Axis Inclination
(Fig. 9) (km) (deg) (km) (deg)
1 purple 200 0.0 400 0.0
2 green 160 25.5 300 18.5
3 blue 140 150.0 200 138.0
4 cyan 100 45.0 100 63.5
8(a)Inertial, Fixed Frame (b)Relative, Rotating Mothership Frame
FIG. 8: Orbit design for mothership and daughterships in inertial and relative frame. The orbits of the daughterships are
termed “rings.”
C. Coverage and Baseline Computations
The formation design is driven by adequate coverage of collection targets, with coverage defined by the diversity of
baselines formed by individual daughtership pairs. A single baseline is the projection of the relative position vector
from one daughtership to another, into the plane perpendicular to the direction to a target. Baselines are computed
beginning with the relative position vector from daughtership i to daughtership j, ~ρij , and the unit vector to a target,
eˆ?. Both vectors are assumed to be in a common inertial frame, EME2000 for this study. First, a new frame for
projecting the position vectors is formed using the target vector and the z-axis unit vector in the EME2000 frame:
eˆz = eˆ?
eˆy = kˆ × eˆz
eˆx = eˆy × eˆz
where eˆx, eˆy, and eˆz are the unit vectors defining the target frame; and kˆ is the unit vector in the EME2000 z
direction. For targets near 90◦ declination, the EME2000 x direction can be used in place of the z direction. With
this target frame constructed each position vector ~ρij is projected into the xy-plane of the target frame to yield (r, θ)
pairs describing the baseline:
r =
√
b2x + b
2
y
θ = tan−1 (by/bx)
where bx and by are the components of ~ρij in the x and y directions of the target frame, respectively (bx = ~ρij · eˆx and
by = ~ρij · eˆy). We operate with (r, θ) terms instead of usual u, v components for convenience given the geometry of
the problem. When computing baselines it does not make a difference if the baseline is measured from daughtership i
to j, or vice-versa. Because of this a baseline of (r, θ) counts the same as one in the opposite direction, (r, θ + 180◦),
and a formation of n daughterships will have n(n − 1)/2 unique baselines at a given sample time. For the purpose
of computing coverage the (r, θ) space is divided up into N bins in the r direction and M bins spanning 180◦ in the
θ direction, and credit is taken for each bin covered by a baseline. As the formation orbits the Moon and formation
geometry changes, new baseline measurements are taken, and the overall coverage consists of the different (r, θ) bins
which have been collected. If Ncollect is the number of bins collected over some period of time then a numerical
coverage score, J , can be computed from J = Ncollect/(NM).
Figures 10 and 11 show uv-plane coverage for the formation in the initial configuration in Table III, against two
different targets in different directions. The different coverages obtained reflect the assumed target source declinations,
and the resulting differences in collection geometry. As the mothership orbit lies in the EME2000 xy-plane, the
cumulative baseline pattern will be flatter against targets with low declinations; the pattern will be more round
against targets with high declinations. What thickness exists in the coverage pattern against low-declination targets
9(a)Initial Configuration
(b)Final Configuration
FIG. 9: Reconfiguration of the daughterships from their initial configuration to the final configuration. In all panels, the
configurations are shown in a relative, rotating frame fixed at the mothership, which is represented by the red dot at the origin.
is due to the out-of-plane components of the outer rings. Once the final configuration is achieved, the coverage pattern
will cover a greater area.
D. Communications and Data Downlink
1. RELIC Communications Architecture Definition
Figure 12 illustrates a few examples of the topologies derived from our communications trade analysis. The
daughtership-to-daughtership mesh is primarily used for ranging, discussed further below. Direct-to-Earth (DTE)
daughtership communications were considered for a mission concept that would not include a mothership, but the
communication demands on a small spacecraft, for the required data rates, were judged infeasible. In general, the com-
munications architecture and its requirements were based on the traffic loads, the spatial distribution and dynamics
of the daughterships, and onboard science data compression processing.
In conjunction with topology selection, we conducted a study on different radio frequency bands (UHF, S band,
X band, Ka band) together with alternative antenna types (dipoles, parabolic, patch) and transmit power levels.
Figure 13 shows an example for a daughtership-to-mothership communications link using a UHF half-wave dipole.
Assuming each daughtership transfers its science data directly to the centrally-located mothership, the radio range
constrains the spatial extent of the constellation, which in turn impacts the resolution capability of the science array.
Systems engineering considerations such as cost and feasibility of deploying different antenna types on cusbesat-class
daughterships also had a significant influence on forming the resulting communications architecture.
Assuming a phased concept of operations, we found that the duration required to crosslink the science data from
10
(a)Initial Baselines (b)Cumulative After One Orbit
FIG. 10: The uv-plane coverage for the initial configuration of daughterships. In this example, the target radio galaxy is at
considered to be at a right ascension of 0◦ and declination of 0◦; similar coverage diagrams apply for sources at comparable
declinations. A total of 128 bins in the radial direction and 128 bins to cover 180◦ in θ, with gridlines every 8 bins. This
number of bins seems to be optimal for up to 30′ size of the radio galaxy. Red bins indicate the instantaneous baselines at the
time given while blue bins show bins already collected, with samples taken every 10 minutes. The left panel shows the initial
set of baselines collected while the right panel illustrates the cumulative baselines acquired after one orbit period.
(a)Initial Baselines (b)Cumulative After One Orbit
FIG. 11: The uv-plane coverage for the initial configuration of daughterships. In this example, the target radio galaxy is at
considered to be at a right ascension of 0◦ and declination of 45◦; similar coverage diagrams apply for sources at comparable
declinations. A total of 128 bins in the radial direction and 128 bins to cover 180◦ in θ, with gridlines every 8 bins. Red bins
indicate the instantaneous baselines at the time given while blue bins show bins already collected, with samples taken every
10 minutes. The left panel shows the initial set of baselines collected while the right panel illustrates the cumulative baselines
acquired after one orbit period.
the daughterships to the mothership dominates the proportion of total mission operations (Figure 6). The baseline
method to transfer daughtership science to the mothership consists of a series of scheduled daughtership-to-mothership
crosslinks until all data is collected at the mothership; this is essentially a coarse Time Division Multiple Access
(TDMA) approach. One possibility to reduce the total time required for this phase is to use Frequency Division
Multiple Access (FDMA). In this case, the mothership has the enhanced capability to receive multiple crosslink
channels simultaneously. For cost and scalability, each daughtership is a smallsat having limited resource capabilities,
11
FIG. 12: Potential constellation communications topologies for a space-based radio astronomy array. For clarity, the mothership
(orange) is shown spatial offset from the center of the constellation, but, in the actual design, it would be located near the
center in order to minimize the communication range.
FIG. 13: Daughtership-to-Mothership crosslink communications data rate vs. range using UHF 1
2
-wave dipole antennas.
Vertical lines indicate angular resolution for science array at different constellation spatial radii.
which is maintained by the FDMA approach that imposes greater capability only on the mothership. According
to our operations concept, crosslink transfers will be scheduled to occur when the daughtership-mothership range is
small in order to achieve maximum data rate capacity. Because the daughterships are in motion, each daughtership
radio must be able to re-tune its FDMA channel, since the set of daughterships in close range is dynamic (this is a
very modest requirement). Some technology development would be required to enable the mothership multi-receive
capability, but it would be possible to implement a multi-user modem in an architecture developed by [56]. It is also
noted that sufficient spectral bandwidth will need to be allocated to accommodate the multiple crosslink frequency
bands. We also conducted an analysis to determine the potential benefit of using multi-hop communications among
the daughterships to transport science data to the mothership. That is, rather than a daughtership transferring its
science data directly to the mothership, it may be advantageous to transfer it to another daughtership which will
then relay it to the mothership (possibly via even more daughterships). The potential benefit depends on the spatial
distribution of the nodes, and arises from link performance being directly proportional to the square of the distance
(in free space).
We take the approach of assuming each daughtership transmits at a fixed power but is able to adjust its data rate
so as to meet a specified link margin. For example, denoting rij as the distance from daughtership i to daughtership j
and rjM as the distance from daughtership j to the mothership, then it will take less time to transfer the science data
from daughtership i via daughtership j whenever r2ij +r
2
jM < r
2
iM . Based on this model, we determined improvements
from using multi-hop routing by analyzing the spatial distribution of nodes at different snapshots of mission time,
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assuming a reasonable choice for the daughtership orbits. Table IV presents results found.
TABLE IV: Multi-hop Gains at Different Mission Times.
Days
into the
mission
max
range
from
mom
(km)
max in-
ternode
range
(km)
# of 2-
or 3-hop
paths
<1-hop
2-hop
time
reduction
# of
3-hop
paths
<1-hop
2- or
3-hop
time
reduction
15 days 260.23 492.10 16 22.3% 2 22.9%
30 days 297.91 583.41 18 27.7% 4 31.9%
40 days 341.08 700.04 23 31.5% 6 36.7%
54 days 402.67 782.33 19 27.3% 4 30.0%
mean 325.47 639.47 19.0 27.2% 4.0 30.4%
The maximum range to the mothership and between any nodes is included for a general sense of constellation span.
A mean of 19 of the 31 daughtership-to-mothership paths are improved by mult-hop, 4 of which are 3-hop paths. No
cases of 4-hop paths were found to provide benefit. The reduction in time to transfer all data is reduced by mean of
30.4.An indication of the routing paths is depicted in Figure 14. This corresponds to day 40 of the mission. A planar
projection is shown, and thus link lengths may appear somewhat contorted. We see that certain intermediate nodes
are selected to relay data on behalf of numerous “outer” constellation nodes.
FIG. 14: Multihop paths to mothership, 40-day case.
Practical considerations of using multihop communications include the following:
1. Daughterships will need to communicate with one another at the “return telemetry” data rate. Space radios
typically operate using full duplex (i.e., different channels for transmission and reception) with different possible
rates in each direction. (Typically “command” data rate is much less than the “telemetry” data rate.) Even
if the rates are symmetric, coordination of the inbound/outbound channels will be necessary. An alternative
is to use half-duplex (single-channel) communications, but full duplex is typically used to support ranging and
Doppler measurements. It is noted that full duplex may allow simultaneous reception (of data to be forwarded)
and transmission, which would further speed the transport of data, however the analysis above did not assume
this.
2. Selectable data rates will be constrained to some number of specific discrete values, and this quantization will
yield some degradation of the results shown above.
3. There will be more energy consumed for daughtership relay receptions.
4. Certain “inner” daughterships will bear the burden of relaying data from numerous “outer” daughterships, in
addition to its own science data, so that the work is unevenly distributed.
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5. One might consider orbit selection that also accounts for improved multihop performance; currently we have
focused primarily on science quality.
E. Data rate discussion
We considered the following options for the data downlink:
• raw waveform downlink
• using polyphase filters
• Fast Fourier Transform, FFT, on board
• 1, 3 and 12 bit signal digitization, Ndig.
We also assume 2:1 lossless compression ratio in addition to any data reduction technique used. For this discussion,
we only consider the transmission at the carrier frequency. The data rate for each case is described below.
1. Raw data downlink
The raw data downlink assumes that the recorded waveform is transferred to the mothership continuously. In the
calculations below, we assume the highest frequency of the system to be 30 MHz, requiring fN = 60 MSps digitization
speed. For a 1-bit digitization, the resulting data rate is 60 Mbps per daughtership for two polarizations. We assume
a factor of 2 lossless compression of the signal. The data transfer rate grows linearly with the digitization depth, and,
for 12-bit digitization, equals 720 Mbps. An array of 32 daughterships would require about 24 Gbps downlink.
2. Polyphase Filters
The basic idea of polyphase filters is the splitting of the channel into multiple narrow band channels with subsequent
digital heterodyning of each channel.For instance, a 16 kHz wide channel would require only 32 kSps digitization speed.
The narrow-band channels are later combined reconstructing the original signal with minimal loss. More details on
the subject can be found in [57].
The use of polyphase filters allows to reduce the data rate by a factor of 60; in the case of 12-bit digitization, the
data would be about 12 Mbps per daughtership or about 384 Mbps for the whole 32-daughtership constellation.
3. FFT Onboard the Spacecraft
The idea is to do fast Fourier transform of the recorded waveforms, FFT, on board the individual daughtership
and downlink the FFTs instead of the raw waveforms in order to perform the cross-correlation either on board the
mothership or on the ground. This approach would reduce substantially the data rate required.
If the number of required frequency samples in the FFT, Nfreq, is taken to be 64 and if Ntime is the number of
samples in the time domain, then the FFT would have to have 12Ntime samples. In order to obtain Nfreq, a minimum
Ntime = 128 samples would be required; for the purpose of averaging, the next higher number should be used, which
would be 256 in this case.
The minimum integration time required to obtain Nfreq is tint =
Ntime
fN
= 12860×106 ≈ 2 × 10−6 s. We cannot have
integration time less than this value if we aim to obtain at least 64 samples in frequency domain. Assuming continuous
observation, the downlink data rate is R = Nfreq × Nbitstint ≈ 350 Mbps, or 11 Gbps for an array of 32 daughterships,
assuming 2:1 lossless compressing offseting two polarization signals per daughtership. The data rate calculated above
represents a lower limit of the integration time. The usual internal integration time of the receivers is about 1 s,
meaning the real data rate will be about 6 orders of magnitude lower and the minimal integration time condition
fulfilled without any problem.
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F. Ranging system requirements
In order to provide initial condition for science data processing and radiometrics for orbit determination, position
knowledge and time derivatives must be obtained for each daughtership. We discuss the effect of the time derivatives
in Section V and only consider the baseline vectors here. In order to reduce cost and improve operational scalability,
position knowledge is derived from a two-tiered process. On the top tier is the mothership, for which the absolute
position is determined by standard DSN procedures. At the second tier, the relative position of each daughtership to
the mothership is derived from a combination of gravity model and crosslink range measurements performed within
the constellation.
The desired upper bound on position knowledge uncertainty is 30 m, roughly equal to the wavelength at 10 MHz.
Assuming that each daughtership’s relative position can be computed through multi-lateration of range estimates
with one-third of the constellation nodes, i.e., 10 other daughterships, simulation shows that a range estimation error
no greater than 1 m is desired. In terms of navigation, the minimum safe separation distance is 3 km, which is much
larger than the 30 m science requirement that will form the basis of our ranging system design and analysis. Due
to daughtership motion and expansion of the constellation orbits, it is estimated that at a minimum inter-spacecraft
range should be measured every 10 to 15 minutes. Although there are 496 unique bi-directional inter-daughtership
crosslinks at any given time, in order to derive sufficient position knowledge, we expect that each daughtership will
need to range with approximately 10 other daughterships, reducing the number of measurements below the worst
case of 320—the exact number required depends on the geometry and how many redundant measurements can be
eliminated, as the range estimate from daughtership i to j is symmetric with daughtership j to i. Assuming an
integration time of 1 s for each measurement, it takes 320 s to complete one cycle of ranging measurement. In reality,
it will take much less than that time since ranging measurements with sufficient spatial separation can be conducted
simultaneously.
1. Strawman Design of Crosslink Ranging System
In designing a crosslink ranging system, we attempt to maximize dual-use of the relay communications system’s
transceiver and antenna to save cost, weight, and most importantly space on the daughtership. Currently we assume
that the mothership will utilize the same relay system as the daughtership although it is definitely possible for the
mothership to carry a compatible yet far more capable system in flight. For our strawman design, however, we assume
that the relay system is identical on both the mothership and the daughterships. We assume that the relay system
may operate around 500 MHz (UHF) or 8.4 GHz (X-band). For UHF operation, we consider a single dipole antenna
extending along the Z axis at half-wavelength or 54 wavelength, the latter having higher directivity but narrower
beamwidth. For X-band operation, four pairs of transmit and receive patch antennas mounted on the four sides of
the daughtership, facing the +X, −X, +Y and −Y axis directions, provide higher gain than dipole and wide coverage.
We consider these two antenna initially to minimize pointing requirements. As we will describe later, a horn antenna
option was also considered with increasing operational complexity due to pointing requirements.
In terms of ranging technique, we consider PN ranging using either coherent (turn-around) mode or regenerative
mode. Sequential tone ranging require synthesizing different carrier and good knowledge of starting time, both are
difficult to implement within a constellation of smallsat. Therefore, only PN ranging is considered in our study.
Coherent mode has the advantage of eliminating frequency mismatch between the uplink and the downlink at the cost
of requiring a transponder, while regenerative (non-coherent) mode achieves better economy by using a transceiver and
provides some degree of performance advantage under high noise environment. As the relay system design trade is still
open, both coherent and non-coherent modes are considered in our analysis. To analyze ranging system performance,
we used two PN codes [58], one designed for coherent and the other for non-coherent ranging, and assume a nominal
ranging clock of 1 MHz. For turn-around ranging, the noise equivalent bandwidth is 1.5 MHz. Since both codes have
an ambiguity resolution of 75,660 km [58], far greater than the size of the constellation orbit with maximum baseline
of 600 km, they are suitable for our purpose.
We assume that the ranging signal will utilize squarewave, and the transponder?s automatic gain control (AGC)
delivers constant root-mean-square (RMS) voltage. We do not consider the more complex scenario of simultaneously
ranging and carrying command and telemetry on the crosslinks, therefore all transmit power is allocated to the ranging
signal component. Although under good SNR environment there is no reason not to exchange command and telemetry
while ranging and there is good potential for reducing latency, it is the beyond the scope of this initial analysis.
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The root-mean-square error of the ranging measurement is given by [58]
σ =
c√
fRCACR1
√
256T PRN0 |D/L
, (1)
where fRC is the frequency of the range clock, AC is the fractional loss of correlation due to frequency mismatch (0
for coherent mode with assuming Doppler rate aiding [59]; | sin c(2fRCT )| for regenerative mode, where fRC depends
on oscillator accuracy and stability, with no Doppler rate aiding assumed), R1 is cross-correlation factors for the PN
code, T is the integration time (in seconds), and PRN0 |D/L is the ranging signal signal-to-noise ratio on the downlink.
For turn-around ranging, the uplink noise has a much higher contribution to the downlink signal-to-noise ratio than
regenerative ranging. A detailed description of the relationship between the uplink and downlink SNRs and their
respective contribution to the ranging error can be found in [58]. Table ?? summarizes the required PRN0 for achieving
1 m accuracy, as derived from equation 1.
TABLE V: Crosslink Ranging Accuracy and SNR Requirements.a
Ranging Technique Received Pwr Required PR
N0
Ranging Accuracy Integr. Antenna Type
(uplink, W) (downlink) (m, RMSE) Time (s)
Turn-around (UHF) 1.09× 10−14 1.05× 106
0.05
0.016
0.006
1
10
100
1
2
wave dipole, 2.1 dBi
1.25 wave dipole, 5.1 dBi
Regenerate, non-coherent (UHF) 1.09× 10−14 2.13× 106 0.25
0.23
1
2
1
2
wave dipole, 2.1 dBi
1.25 wave dipole, 5.1 dBi
Turn-around (X-band) 1.30× 10−15 4.82× 102 1 6 conical hornm 11 cm
aperture, 17.07 dBi
Regenerate, non-coherent (X-band) 1.36× 10−16 2.90× 104 1.45 1 patch (1.4 × 1.1 cm), 7.2 dBi
aPatch antenna parameters: dielectric constant of substrate = 2.2, height of substrate is 0.16 cm, width is 1.41 cm, length is 1.1 cm,
resonant frequency is 8.4 GHz
Table V shows that to achieve 1 m accuracy, 1 sec integration time will be sufficient except in the case of the
X-band turn-around ranging, where a horn antenna and more accurate pointing will be required. The next step in our
analysis is to apply the required PRN0 threshold when simulating the orbital geometry and antenna pointing in order
to collect statistics on ranging opportunities in the natural course of a two-month long observation campaign.
2. Constellation Ranging System Performance Analysis
We utilized binary SPK kernels developed during the orbital design and generated daughtership orientation kernels
that help model pointing and compute antenna and received power levels. Due to the constant motion and the need for
orbit maintenance, we assume that ranging could occur during both science collection and data relay phases. For the
initial two-month long scenario, we assume for sake of simplicity that the primary orientation for all daughterships
is to have the +Z axis pointed in the direction normal to the orbital plane of the mothership, and that for the
secondary orientation the +X axis is pointed toward the Sun to maximize power generation. In reality, we expect
the constellation network pointing to be different depending on whether it is optimized for science or relay. However,
we make this simplifying assumption in order to quantify, at a coarse grain level, the temporal characteristics of the
ranging links.
This model incorporating the daughtership trajectory, orientation, antenna radiation pattern, and ranging link
analysis is used to simulation the geometry and ranging performance of the constellation network. Figure 15 is a
screen shot of some of the metrics generated by the simulation such as the antenna pattern, the crosslink range
and range rate, the received signal power, and the feasible ranging links meeting certain SNR threshold. In our
simulation study, we assume a transmit power of 4 watts, Allen deviation of the oscillator to be 1× 10−9 Hz/s, and
noise temperature of 290K + 50K of cosmic background. The simulation focused on three configurations: (a) UHF
band turn-around ranging with half-wavelength dipole, (b) UHF band turn-around ranging with 1.25 wavelength
[69] Patch antenna parameters: dielectric constant of substrate = 2.2, height of substrate is 0.16 cm, width is 1.41 cm, length is 1.1 cm,
resonant frequency is 8.4 GHz
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dipole, and (c) X-band regenerative ranging with 4 pairs of patch antenna. For dipoles we use computed antenna
patterns in our model; for patch antenna, we use a “cookie-cutter” model in which half the maximum antenna gain is
assumed when a target is within the 3dB beamwidth and all targets outside the beamwidth are assume unreachable.
Those configurations not covered by our simulations, namely, UHF with regenerative ranging and X-band turn-around
ranging, are still open options to be considered in future studies.
FIG. 15: An example of constellation crosslink geometry simulation. Upper left: Range between the target and the observer.
Upper right: dipole directivity used for the simulation. Lower left: power received assuming 100% efficiency. Lower right:
feasible ranging cross-links assuming 250 dBW power threshold.
Figure 16 shows the histogram of the fraction of all crosslinks that is able to achieve 1m accuracy. The simulation
covers 15,438 5-minute time steps, approximately 54 days of operation. At each time step, the ranging signal SNR
is computed for all possible crosslinks, taking into about antenna pointing, radiation pattern, and space loss, and
the percentage of crosslinks that can achieve 1m accuracy is recorded in the histogram. The result shows that our
baseline constellation geometry achieves excellent ranging coverage for all three configurations considered. The half-
wavelength dipole at UHF has the best coverage such that at all times more than 90% of all crosslinks can deliver 1m
accuracy ranging. Upgrading to the 1.25 wavelength dipole provides 3dB increase on antenna directivity but reduces
the number of feasible ranging links to an average of 70%. For X-band using 4 pairs patches, on average more than
60% of the crosslinks are feasible for conducting ranging measurements.
In order to better understand how many ranging measurement can be done per daughtership with a short time
window, we need to further analyze the distribution of the feasible ranging links among the 32 daughterships. Figure 17
shows the mean and standard deviation of the number of feasible ranging crosslinks for each daughtership sampled
over 15,438 time instances. The same general trend persists, whereby the half-wavelength dipole achieves the highest
average number of feasible ranging links and lowest standard deviation. As might be expected, the ranging opportunity
would be better for those daughterships in the inner rings (daughterships 1 to 9) than those on the outer rings. For
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FIG. 16: Histogram of the Fraction of All Crosslinks Achieving 1m Ranging Accuracy Per Time Instance
the worst case, the outer ring with X-band crosslinks, there would be an average of 15 feasible ranging links per
daughtership, with a standard deviation of 4, which would be acceptable. Even for daughterships in the outer ring, it
is not difficult to achieve 30 m position knowledge. Given the short integration time of only 1 s, we do not anticipate
that there would be difficulty in providing timely ranging estimate updates to support both science processing and
orbit maintenance.
One of the outstanding issues that has not been adequately addressed in our preliminary study is interference
avoidance while ranging. Further analysis is required to determine the required spatial and angular separation when
several crosslinks conduct ranging operations simultaneously. In that context, the benefit of implementing FDMA or
802.11-like CSMA medium access control (MAC) protocols for coordinating the crosslink communications and ranging
can also be evaluated. As the mission concept is further refined, it should become possible to incorporate a more
detailed daughtership orientation profile into the ranging simulation. Along that same line of investigation, a more
detailed trade study between using high gain antenna and its effect on pointing and scheduling of science, relay, and
ranging operations. Finally, there is the concept of simultaneous command/telemetry transmission and ranging; the
potential saving in latency and power should be quantified in terms of impact on ranging accuracy. Recent advanced
in telemetry-based two-way ranging [60] research shows great potential in reducing range jitter by taking advantage of
high rate telemetry signal structure. These advancements in ranging research should be also incorporated into future
studies.
IV. STRAWMAN SPACECRAFT
In order to form an interferometer, all of the signals from the individual antennas must be brought together for
correlation. In ground-based telescopes, the correlation occurs in a dedicated processing centers. For the RELIC
design, we have retained this architecture, which necessitates a mothership to which daughterships send the collected
science signals. Because of their different functions, the daughterships and the mothership cannot be identical, and
we describe each in turn. Our focus is on the daughterships, as key elements of the telescope—the reception of radio
waves and the position determination—are associated with the daughterships, while the mothership design is more
straightforward.
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FIG. 17: Number of Feasible Ranging Links per Daughtership per Time Instance.
A. Daughtership Design
As described above, the required effective aperture exceeds 100 km leading us to adopt an interferometric design
for the RELIC mission. This design choice allows us to leverage a significant knowledge base [61] and experience from
ground-based interferometric telescopes, including many that operate at frequencies not too dissimilar than those of
RELIC [19–26].
A natural approach to an interferometric telescope is for it to consider of a number of identical daughtership
spacecraft, with each daughtership carrying a single science payload consisting of an antenna and receiver. This
approach is what has been adopted in previous mission concepts [e.g., 27, 28, 31–33], and it is a straightforward
extension of how ground-based interferometers are designed. The science payload itself is relatively simple, the
daughtership would be exposed to essentially identical environmental conditions allowing them to be identical, and
the design can leverage economies of scale in constructing multiple identical spacecraft.
The daughterships are designed to conform to a 6U form factor (10 cm × 20 cm × 30 cm) as the science payload
itself is not large and this form factor allows significant leveraging of compact and standard components, thereby
likely minimizing overall mission cost. Table VI summarizes key high-level parameters of the daughtership design,
and Figure IV A presents the physical layout of a daughtership. The remainder of this section presents details of
specific sub-systems within a daughtership.
The daughterships would be deployed from a container (“pod”), which secures the daughterships during launch and
transportation to the final orbit. The “pod” also would provide initial momentum for reaching the desired orbital
configuration.
1. Science Payload Subsystem
The science payload consists of a dual-polarized antenna, receiver, and associated signal processing unit capable of
receiving radio frequencies between 0.1 MHz and 30 MHz. Following standard practice, we adopt an electrically short
dipole, as the system temperature is determined entirely by the synchrotron emission of the Galaxy [9] and dipoles
approaching resonance are large enough to be potentially mechanically unstable [18].
For this design, a motorized, deployable dual dipole antenna has been chosen. Dipole antennas have been developed
that, when stowed, can fit within a volume of 0.5U and, upon deployment, have an effective length for each of the
four poles of 1.2 m. More details about the antenna design are provided in Appendix A.
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TABLE VI: Daughtership Parameters
Property Value (Incl. Contingency)
Mass < 14 kg
Peak Power Consumption 52 W
On-Board Data Storage Capacity 32 GB
Form Factor 6U (10 cm× 20 cm× 30 cm)
Pointing Accuracy < 0.03◦
Slew Rate 10◦/s
Maximum Thrust > 1 N
Available ∆V > 100 m s−1
Maximum Power Generation (beginning of life) 62.5 W
Battery Capacity 77 W hr
Expected Unit Cost (incl. payload) $5M (TBC)
The receiver and signal processing unit amplify, condition, and sample the incident radio waves. Designs for such
units are well developed [e.g., 13–16]. For ground-based systems, analog signals are digitized with anywhere from 1 bit
to 24 bits per sample. For a space-based array such as RELIC, data transmission is a significant factor and high
bit depths can lead to infeasible data rates. We have baselined 12 bits per sample to enable sufficient bit depth to
handle the range of powers expected over the relevant frequency range. We further employ a polyphase filter bank
to produce a set of frequency sub-bands [63] The resulting effective data rate for science data collection is 12 Mb s−1
per daughtership.
The overall power usage of the science payload subsystem is expected to be less than 10 W in operation and less
than 1 W when the device is in standby.
FIG. 18: Physical layout of the RELIC daughtership spacecraft. Cabling is not shown.
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2. Communications Subsystem
The communication subsystem is required not only to transmit data from the daughterships to the mothership
but also to conduct ranging between neighboring daughterships in order to determine relative positions for the
interferometry. A key trade for the communications subsystem is to minimze the power required while maximizing
the data rate.
Two, nearly equivalent options exist for the communications subsystem. Option 1 is an ultra-high frequency (UHF)
system operating at 450 MHz, using a deployable, canted turnstile antenna with a gain of 1 dBi at 450 MHz and with
an operational frequency range of 400 MHz–480 MHz. Option 2 is an X-band system operating at 8.5 GHz. For this
design, a set of four pairs of high-gain patch antennas tuned to 7.4 GHz (receive) and 8.5 GHz (transmit) and a gain
of 12 dBi, each mounted to a 10 cm × 10 cm surface on four sides of the daughtership was selected.
Both options use approximately 5 W of power to transmit the required data rates. The X-band option is based on
marginally less mature technology for small spacecraft, but it brings the advantage over UHF of being more compact
and carrying less risk of possible interference with the science payload. Conversely, the UHF option is likely to be less
costly and less complex (particularly since only one antenna array is required).
In order to allow for sufficient link margin, design parameters of a 16 Mbps at 100 km distance from the mothership
were used.
One potential complication is that requirements on allowable frequencies for inter-satellite links in lunar orbits
may not be satisfied using either X- or UHF-band solutions. A waiver may be required to implement either of these
options.
3. Command and Data Handling Subsystem
Each daughtership has a command and data handling (C&DH) subsystem, consisting of a data processing unit and
data storage. The requirements on the data processing unit are modest, in that the flight computer is primarily to
be used for navigation and ranging. Data storage is primarily to be used for buffering data to be downlinked.
As an initial design for RELIC, the radiation-tolerant flight computer Sphinx, developed at JPL, was selected. The
Sphinx fits within the allowed 6U form factor and features a reprogrammable field programmable gate array (FPGA)
and a Leon3 dual core processer clocked at 100 MHz. The Sphinx flight computer board has 8 GB of radiation
tolerant (192 krad total dose) non-volatile memory, and features a number of interfaces, including a high-speed dual
SpaceWire adapter capable of supporting up to 200 Mb s−1. The latter is required during the cross-link phase to
forward communication packets to the communication subsystem at desired speeds.
Data collected by the science payload on the daughterships could not be cross-linked to the mothership simultane-
ously, particularly due to the large number of daughterships. Therefore, a buffer is required. The amount of memory
on the Sphinx flight computer is not sufficient to store the data from a typical RELIC observation (4 hr generating
22 GB). Allowing for additional spacecraft housekeeping data, error correction checksums, and contingency, a total
of 32 GB is needed. This data storage volume is met by using four 8 GB memory modules (e.g., radiation tolerant
FLASH NAND). An appropriate board housing these memory chips, and providing an appropriate high-speed data
interface and controller do not yet exist and would need to be designed.
4. Attitude Determination and Control Subsystem
In order to orient the daughterships to conduct the science observations and for power generation for the solar
panels, the daughterships are equipped with an attitude determination and control subsystem (ADCS). Requirements
with respect to pointing accuracy for the science observations are modest, estimated to be 0.1◦, given the large power
patterns provided by the electrically short dipoles.
Required for the RELIC daughterships are at least three reaction wheels for 3-axis control, an equal number of
torque rods to decrease ∆v requirements for desaturation, and star trackers for positional determination. A plethora
of off-the-shelf components for ADCS exist that would meet the requirements.
5. Propulsion Subsystem
The mission concept of operations specifies a number of maneuvers that require a propulsion system. These
maneuvers are initial configuration of the constellation, from drop-off from the transfer vehicle to the initial formation;
regular station keeping; and reconfiguration maneuvers that increase the number of baselines. A 3-axis propulsive
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control system is required for desaturation of the reaction wheels due to the long mission duration. Table VII
summarizes these different propulsion requirements, as currently understood.
TABLE VII: Maneuvers and Corresponding Required ∆v
Maneuver Required ∆v
(m/s)
Initial Configuration 20
Reconfiguration (20 [TBR] times) 1 (per reconfiguration)
Station Keeping < 1 (per day) (TBR)
Desaturation TBD
There are a number of types of propulsion systems available for small spacecraft, which can be classified broadly
into chemical (cold vs. warm gas, mono- vs. bi-propellant.), electrical (ion, Hall-effect), and propellantless (solar sail.)
drives. Propellantless and electrical drives have very low maturity and produce little thrust. Cold and warm gas
drives have low energy density fuels, requiring large quantities to satisfy the ∆v requirements. A number of mono-
and bi-propellant drives exist, capable of providing upto 100 m s−1 of total ∆v, 3-axis control, and not requiring toxic
fuel (thereby avoiding the need for a waiver).
6. Power Subsystem
Due to the desired high data rates and required data volume, power requirements are higher than is typical for
small spacecraft. Table VIII summarizes the mission profile, which is illustrated in Figure IV A 6, that was used in
order to design the electrical power system (EPS), including determining the size of the solar panels and batteries.
Most power modes assume a number of instruments being on (including heaters), and each power mode assumes a
30% contingency.
TABLE VIII: Primary Mission Power Modes and Durations
Mode
Propulsive Maneuver
Cruise / Idle Instrument Ops Cross-Link Pre-Heating Firing
Power Usage (W) 11 28 52 31 17
Duration (hr) . . . 4 8 0.5 0.3
Solar panels consisting of 12 coplanar strings, each with 7 cells generating approximately 0.8 W per cell at the
beginning of life (BOL), would generate 62.5 W at BOL and satisfy the power requirements. The strings would be
attached to two gimbaled, deployable solar panels similar to the HaWK array used by the JPL mission MarCO. The
sizing was based on the power modes, as well as a (conservative) assumption of an eclipse fraction of 40% throughout
most modes, with 25% being assumed for data transmission (pointing towards Sun whenever possible). A worst case
incident angle of 10◦ was also assumed.
Data transmission can be particularly power intensive, and the daughterships may undergo eclipses. A lithium-ion
battery solution, consisting of eight batteries producing a total of 77 W hr would be sufficient for the assumed mission
profile. A maximum of 60% depth of discharge was assumed in determining the number of batteries required.
7. Thermal Management
Primarily of concern in terms of thermal management would be the heat produced by the (X- or UHF-band)
transmitter and ensuring that the temperature of both the propulsion unit and battery array would remain within
operating limits. Given the volumetric constraints of a small spacecraft, primarily passive heat management would be
employed, with radiators being placed on the external structure. Both the structure and secondary heatpipes would
ensure the flow of energy to the radiators. Active heaters would be used for the battery array and propulsion system
in order to maintain their temperatures within operating limits, but, in general, components would placed in such a
fashion that use of active thermal management units would be minimized. For instance, the battery array could be
placed close to the transceiver, such that a portion of the heat generated by the transmitter could flow to the battery
array over the structure.
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(a)Power consumption over time for an individual daughtership. (b)Power profile for core mission activities.
FIG. 19: Representative excerpts of the expected power profile and power consumption over time, including 30% contingency.
The sole power negative mode (red) is related to cross-linking data.
8. Radiation and Shielding
For the proposed mission, the radiation requirements would be fairly modest, at least during nominal mission
operations. Previous measurements have shown an average dose of 10 krad yr−1 to be expected in the selected
orbit. Most currently available small spacecraft hardware is qualified to 50 krad, and most of the assumed RELIC
electronics are capable of enduring a dose of up to 200 krad without additional shielding. For a mission duration of
approximately 1 year, as well as the shielding provided by the structure, radiation is unlikely to be an issue. During
transit to the final orbit, when the van Allen belts are traversed, additional shielding is provided by the transport
craft, the deployment “pod,”, and the undeployed solar panels.
B. Mothership Design
The mothership serves to accumulate the data streams from the individual daughterships and transmit them back
to Earth. Primary drivers for the design of the mothership were the data storage and the communication subsystem.
Our objective was to design a mothership as a small spacecraft with a mass of no more than 100 kg. Most of the
subsystems have similar requirements as for the ones for the daughterships and would be similar. Key differences
between the mothership and daughterships would be the telecommunications and data storage.
The telecommunications subsystem would have two components, one for receiving the data from the daughterships
and one to transmit the collected data to the Earth. In order to receive the cross-links from the daughterships, the
mothership would carry four receivers, each of which operates on a sub-band, allowing for simultaneous communication
with daughterships. In order to communicate to Earth, the mothership would use a high-gain parabolic antenna
operating in Ka band, allowing for data rates of up to 1.2 Gbps. Handling this volume of data may require upgrades
to the current Deep Space Network (DSN) ground stations.
At least 32 × 32 GB of data storage are required to store all daughtership data (science data and housekeeping
data). This volume exceeds available single chip configurations, but a RAID-0 array of FLASH NAND storage chips
would be capable of handling this volume.
In order to reduce the amount of data downlinked to the ground, it would be attractive to do the interferometric
correlation on the mothership. This solution requires very significant computing capabilities, which, in turn, require
additional power. The most likely solution is a compromise when a very limited set of sources are correlated on the
mothership, but the bulk of the data downlinked to Earth to be correlated on the ground by independent research
groups using own CPU capabilities.
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V. IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
The act of combining the individual radio signals to form an image is an involved one for which there are several
large dedicated software libraries such as AIPS and current industry standard, CASA [62]. However, for space based
arrays, certain assumptions built into these libraries are broken. For instance, when generating Measurement Sets
(MSs), CASA takes in initial positions for the array, but assumes that the only motions of the antennas are from the
fixed rotation of the Earth. Normal ground based interferometers need to be aware of all the minute effects of Earth’s
orbit, from daily rotation to nutation and precession, in order to get the most exact separations between antennae
(called baselines) for a given target in the sky. They use and update models of the separations to add the appropriate
phase delays between signals so they can be added coherently and properly correlated. For an array that is in a
dynamic orbit around the Earth or Moon, there is no existing software that can simulate its observations or process
its data, so we filled the gap by precomputing the baselines in the correct frame and inserting them into the CASA
MS file before the visibilities are computed with standard algorithms like CASA’s sm.predict(). This also allows us
to utilize the full range of CASA analysis functions, including CLEAN for forming an image from the simulated data.
Adding Baseline Tracking
For space based arrays, we are only concerned with the motion of the spacecraft in the orbit, which is fully captured
by an orbit file in EME2000 coordinates. The simulated orbit determinations are made with GPS sidelobes and have
an error associated with the recovered positions. These add phase noise to the visibilities, and corrupt the recovered
image. This new noise source is included in our simulations. Given an RA and Declination of the source, we create
a coordinate system X’Y’Z’, where Z’ is pointing towards the source. RA and Dec are in the J2000 frame, which is
identical to EME2000 for our purposes.
Z ′ = (tx, ty, tz)where
tx = cos(Dec) ∗ cos(RA)
ty = cos(Dec) ∗ sin(RA)
tz = sin(Dec)
and RA and Dec are in radians.
X’ is formed by taking Z’ x Z, which points parallel to lines of latitude and in the positive RA direction, and Y’
completes the system, pointing parallel to lines of longitude and in the positive Dec direction.
The program parses the orbit file to get the 3 dimensional difference vectors of all the pairs of daughterships over
a given period. It then projects these vector difference to the X’Y’Z’ frame. Dividing these projected differences by
the user defined wavelength then gives the correct UVW coordinates for every baseline in the orbit for that particular
source position. Our codes can also select multiple time windows from the orbit file to integrate over, providing
maximum flexibility for operations scheduling testing. These coordinates are inserted into a CASA MS file after its
creation, but before the radio visibilities are calculated.
Adding Noise
Most radio interferometry simulation software depends on the measurement equation, where Jones matrices are
used to represent the measured voltage and sky brightness for a given baseline and model the noise effects happening
to it with different operations on the matrix. Thermal noise is added directly to the brightness matrix, but for all
other effects such as modeling the gain and phase errors the brightness matrix on the left and right are multiplied with
the conjugate transposes of the transformation matrices. The resulting matrix is the voltage matrix which models
what the actual measurements will be.
To calculate the root mean square, RMS, on the Gaussian thermal noise to add, one usually looks at the levels
of different instrumental sources of noise [65]. But in this frequency range, the galactic noise is the major limiting
factor. We used Cane’s 1979 measurements in [9] to get the Tsys temperatures from the frequency dependent galactic
noise, which is turned into noise RMS using the following formula:
σ =
2kBTsys
ηsAeff
√
Na(Na − 1)Npolτ∆ν
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Phase error will also be introduced in an orbiting array due to the uncertainty in the position of the daughterships,
as well as differences in the clocks of the individual daughterships. The change in phase for a given positional error
dτ is 2piνdτ .
From the full 3-D interferometry equation,
Vν(u, v, w) =
∫ ∫
Iν(l,m)e
−2pii(ul+vm+wn)dldm.
The change in phase from a positional error (du, dv, dw) = (dx,dy,dz)λ and a clock error dt is
dφ = 2piνdτ = 2pi
c
λ
dτ = 2pi
(
du · `+ dv ·m+ dw
√
1− `2 −m2 + dt · c
λ
)
`,m << 1 for target images of less than a few degrees
=⇒ νdτ ≈ dw + dt · ν
=⇒ cdτ ≈ dz + dt · c, error in meters
=⇒ dτ = dz
c
+ dt, error in seconds
=⇒ dφ = 2piνdτ = 2piν
(
dz
c
+ dt
)
= 2pi
(
dz
λ
+ νdt
)
Given an RMS positional uncertainty of σ, assuming uncorrelated errors, we expect the uncertainty in the z direction
of a single antenna to be σz =
σ√
3
. Then, since dz in question is for a baseline involving 2 antennas, we get dz by
sampling a Gaussian distribution with σz =
σ
√
2√
3
. Then clock error dt is also sampled from a different Gaussian
distribution with its own given RMS. With the given uncertainties, the software can then add the phase error by
applying a rotation matrix to the complex gains, or, equivalently, to the final visibilities in the CASA MS file. The
inversion of the visibilities to get the dirty image is then done with the usual 2D Inverse FFT, or can be treated with
CASA’s CLEAN function, which has many advanced features such as w-projection, which is useful for large images.
Imaging Performance
We were able to implement these features into an easily editable python code uploaded to
https://github.com/alexhege/SpaceCASA . The following figures were created with this script to emulate the
performance of the 32 element RELIC array. We tested an average DRAGN for the array, 100 arcsec wide, 100 Jy
total brightness, and used a detailed picture of Cygnus A at 21 cm to provide realistic complexity to the truth image.
We are integrating for 35 minutes, which is 2100 seconds, again a typical expectation. We assume a 5 nanosecond
phase uncertainty per spacecraft, and galactic noise at 10 MHz. We are using CASA’s CLEAN algorithm to create
the image and have w-projection turned on. We have shrunk the baselines by a factor of 10, which gives us an image
10x larger than our prescribed 100 arcsec. This was done since CASA crashes if the baselines are too large. But the
relative scales are the same, so it provides an accurate sense of RELIC’s performance.
VI. DISCUSSION
We described a proposed space-based decametric wavelength radio telescope aimed primarily for observation of radio
galaxies. It leverages on existing small satellite technologies with the baseline mission consisting of one mothership and
32 daugterships with dual polarization antennas. Based on our analysis of the uv-plane coverage provided Section III B,
the necessary integration times discussed at the beginning of Section II and the data downlink requirements discussed
in Sections III D and III E, the proposed mission can fit under a standard two-year mission plan to fulfill the proposed
scientific goals. The proposed space-based telescope being free from the influence if the Earth’s ionosphere will become
the key part of a multi-wavelength study of physical processes in the active galaxies and will become the primary tool
for observing low-frequency phenomena from wide range of radio sources in the sky. The proposed mission is viable
for implementation in the near term based missions manifested for launch in the next 5 years.
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(a)Input image of realistic DRAGN, actually Cygnus A at 21
cm wavelength, scaled to 100 arcsec.
(b)Synthesized beam from point spread function after 35
minutes of integration
(c)Smoothed recovered image after 35 minutes of integration (d)Root Mean Square Error between Truth and Recovered
Image
FIG. 20: Images showing the CASA simulated performance of RELIC on a 100 arcsecond wide, 100 Jy total bright DRAGN.
This was done with part of the orbit where the maximum baseline is 370 km, which corresponds to a resolution of roughly
15-20 arcsec.
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Appendix A: RELIC HF Antenna and Front-End Design
While the detailed description of the science data acquisition hardware is beyond the scope of this paper, it is
nonetheless an integral part of the mission concept description and it is also responsible for generating the raw science
data that are then transmitted by the daughter ships (which is much of the focus of this paper). Accordingly, we
present here a brief description of how the science data acquisition hardware for RELIC might look.
1. Objectives
The objective of this is to characterize the antenna length and front-end impedance parameters that provide a
background-noise-limited system for the RELIC antenna. The RELIC signals will be wide-band measurements across
the 0.1-30 Mhz band. The overall desired performance is 1) that the antenna noise be greater than the amplifier noise,
2) stable gain in each sub-band, 3) smooth gain and phase variations across the band, 4) reducing too much variation
of gain across the band so that dynamic range in not an issue. The scope of this document is to identify a solution
for a high-impedance input design that primarily aims to meet point 1 but with points 2-4 in mind.
2. Assumptions
a. Antenna Model
The band of interest for RELIC extends from 0.1 – 30 MHz. Below 1 MHz, the galactic noise is low but “shot
noise” due to the plasma environment is dominant. The antenna models used for the initial assessment are 6-meter
and 5-meter full length dipoles made of 0.6 cm (∼0.25”) diameter copper. The antennas are modeled using NEC2.
The directivity, impedance (real and imaginary) along with the phase and group delay are shown in Figure 21.
b. Background Noise
The galactic noise is modeled according to the parametrization described in [9]. A plot of the average galactic noise
temperature is shown in Figure 22
The noise-voltage-squared spectrum at the antenna terminals due to galactic noise is given by V 2A,gal = 4kBTgalRant,
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and Rantis the real part of the antenna impedance. In addition to galactic noise,
there is a “shot noise” contribution due to electrons in the plasma colliding with the antenna and inducing currents [67].
The noise-voltage-squared contribution as parameterized by [68] is given by:
V 2A,QTN = 5× 10−5
V 2
Hz
×
( ne
cm−3
)
×
(
Te
K
)
×
(
f
Hz
)3
×
(
L/2
m
)−1
, (A1)
where ne is the plasma frequency in electrons per cm
3, Te is the electron plasma temperature in Kelvin, f is the
frequency in Hz, and L is the full dipole length in meters. We assume ne=5 cm
−3 and Te=105 Kelvin. The background
noise-voltage-squared contributions are shown for a modeled 6-meter (full length) and a 5-meter dipole made of 0.6
cm diameter copper rod in Figure 23.
3. Analysis
The goal is to estimate the sources of noise at the first amplifier in the signal chain to ensure the noise is dominated
by external backgrounds rather than by the amplifier itself. The external noise sources producing voltages at the
antenna terminals with produce a voltage at the load according to
VL =
ZL
ZA + ZL
VA, (A2)
where ZL is the complex impedance of the load and ZA is the antenna impedance. The noise due to the amplifier,
at the load is given by V 2L,amp = kBTampRamp. We consider an operation amplifier (OpAmp) approach for producing
a high-input impedance to the amplifier as seen from the terminals of the antenna.
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FIG. 21: NEC2 models of a 6-meter and 5-meter full-length dipole. The model assumes the antenna is made of copper rod
with 0.6 cm diameter floating in free space.
OpAmps can be designed to have a high input impedance but modeling their noise is somewhat more involved.
A modeling effort using an OpAmp was done for JPL?s Universal Space Transponder (UST) Jovian burst science
application development. Figure 24 is an OPA656-based design by Robert Dengler for the Universal Space Transponder
(UST) using 12.7 kΩ input impedance (set by R8 in Figure 24).
For this application, we considered the OPA656 from Texas Instruments. The choice is driven by the noise charac-
teristics Vn = 7nV/
√
Hz, In = 1.3fA/
√
Hz. The low current noise is particularly important for these high impedance
applications. It is worth mentioning the e-POP radio receiver instrument on CASSIOPE also used OPA656 for its
receiver with a 100MΩ input impedance [69].
Based on the Analog Devices Tutorial MT-049, adapted to the notation on our circuit diagram, the noise model is
calculated according to:
V 2L,amp = V
2
n + I
2
nZ
2
+ + I
2
n
(
R3R4
R3 +R4
)
+ 4kT0
(
Re(Z+) +R3
(
R4
R3 +R4
)2
+R4
(
R3
R3 +R4
)2)
, (A3)
where Z+ is the lump impedance seen from the terminal labeled “+”, including the antenna impedance and T0
is the physical temperature of the resistors, taken to be room temperature T0 =290 Kelvin. The last term in curly
brackets is the Johnson noise of the system. The different noise terms, assuming R8 =12.8, 50 and 100kΩ, are shown
below. The different noise contribution, for a 5-meter antenna, are shown in Figure 25. In all cases V n is, by far, the
dominant source of noise.
Simulations were run to obtain the impedance as a function of frequency for 12.8 kΩ, 50 kΩ, and 100 kΩ, simply
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FIG. 22: The galactic noise temperature from the parameterization in [9].
FIG. 23: The noise-squared voltage at the antenna terminals for the plasma shot noise contribution and the galactic noise. The
noise is modeled for a 6 m and 5m full-length dipole.
by changing R8 in the design. The impedance of the amplifier as seen by the terminals of the antenna, is shown in
Figure 26.
This OpAmp design has an impedance that is high at low frequencies and lower at high frequencies, which is the
general desired direction for keeping the antenna noise above the amplifier noise across the band. The voltage at the
load is given by:
< v2L >=< v
2
A >
|ZL|2
|ZL + ZA|2 , (A4)
where ZL is the impedance shown in Figure 26. The results for the antenna noise compared to the amplifier noise for
the impedances considered here are shown in Figure 27.
The results of the OpAmp approach indicate that the OpAmp has a higher antenna to amplifier noise ratio. The
reason points to the impedance vs frequency of the OpAmp, which has a profile with high impedance at low frequencies
and low impedance at higher frequencies. This is the general behavior needed for the antenna noise to dominate across
the band. We also note that using an OPA656 impedance with R8 resistor value > 50 kΩ meets the desired design
objectives laid out in the introduction. The antenna noise is above the amplifier noise with smooth behavior across
the band that is not highly variable. The expected noise levels below 1 MHz can be as > 10 times higher than parts
of the band above 1 MHz. However, frequencies below 1 MHz account for < 10% of the full band.
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FIG. 24: Operational Amplifier front end design by Bob Dengler for the Universal Space Transponder.
(a)R8 =12.8kΩ (b)R8 =50kΩ (c)R8 =100kΩ
FIG. 25: The operational amplifier noise assuming different input impedance values. The noise is dominated by the voltage
term regardless of the impedance used in the range considered. These simulations are for the 5-meter antenna only.
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FIG. 26: Simulations of the impedance seen by the antenna terminals looking into the front-end design in Figure 24 for R8
equal to 12.8, 50, and 100 kΩ.
FIG. 27: Results for the noise due to the antenna and the amplifier noise for the front-end design in Figure 24 assuming values
of R8 equal to 12.8, 50, 100 kΩ.
